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Is this the one to beat?

O

ur competition to celebrate the new website (pictured above) by
growing the tallest sunflower is hotting up. The whopper pictured right
is currently over 12 feet high and towers above Somerset Villa at Goldie
Leigh Hospital. The photograph was sent in by Andrew Chin, Ward Manager at
Somerset Villa. To see how the other competitors are doing, visit
www.oxleas.nhs.uk/oxleas-members/sunflower-competition
If you are growing sunflowers but have not yet registered for the competition
you can still take part. Just email sunflowers@oxleas.nhs.uk
The closing date is 23/09/09 and the prizes will be awarded at our Annual
Members’ Meeting on 30/09/09.

TOPS day out

Diary date: Annual Members’ Meeting at the Indigo2 at the 02 in Greenwich on 30/09/09
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Chief Executive, Stephen Firn, and Chair, Dave Mellish

Positive steps for
health and wellbeing
Stephen Firn, Chief Executive Dave Mellish, Chair

T

he National Health Service is
sometimes criticised for being more
like a national sickness service. This is
because of a tendency to focus upon
providing the best possible care to people
who are unwell, whilst not doing enough to
help people stay fit and well.
Over the last few months we have been
trying to rectify this by having a particular
focus on promoting health and wellbeing.
In the centre pages of this issue there is a
report on the really successful Health and
Wellbeing Being Festival which we held in
partnership with Charlton Athletic
Community Trust. The theme for the event
was ‘Five a Day for Positive Mental Health.’
Nearly everyone is familiar with the message
that eating five portions of fruit and
vegetables a day is an effective way of
promoting your physical health. Less well
known are the five activities which have
been shown to improve mental wellbeing.

At the festival service users, local people and
staff had the opportunity to learn more
about the mental health ‘five-a-day’ and put
these into practice in a programme of
activities.
Following the positive feedback from the
event we have decided to continue the
health and wellbeing theme at our Annual
Members’ Meeting which will take place at
Indigo2 at the O2 in Greenwich on 30
September. There will be a further
programme of interactive activities based
around health and wellbeing as well as an
opportunity for staff, members and
governors to come together to learn more
about our services and plans for the future.
In addition, we will be announcing the
winners of our 2009 Recognition Awards to
acknowledge the most innovative and
effective practice across the trust. We have
had around 120 nominations including
many from users and carers. This is always

an inspiring and uplifting event and we
hope as many of you as possible will be able
to attend. All members will be receiving
their invitations in the next few days.
Information about health and wellbeing
also features in our new website which was
launched in July. This includes up to date
information on all our services; advice and
guidance on mental health and learning
disability treatments; descriptions of
different conditions and illnesses; and what
other support is available. We have tried to
make the site simple to use and information
as clear and helpful as possible. As well as
the written information, we have added lots
of videos featuring the views and
experiences of service users and staff. We
hope you find this a very useful resource
and welcome your feedback and
suggestions to help us improve the site and
ensure it meets your needs.

Eimear Mallen, elected public governor for Greenwich

A life spent helping children

T

wo years into her term as an elected
Oxleas Governor, Eimear (pronounced
eema) Mallen, has lost none of the
passion that has driven a career spent in
children’s services.
Exchange caught up with Eimear at her
Blackheath home, where she described her
passionate desire to improve the lot of
children and young mothers in Bexley,
Greenwich and Bromley boroughs.
With a degree in social science and social
work plus a post graduate qualification in
psychiatric social work, Eimear, originally
from Dublin, has spent the last 40 years living
and working in the UK, most of that time in
the service of children.
She spent many years working in Greenwich
for the old Inner London Education
Authority (ILEA) with the Child Guidance
Service, an education based service that was
a forerunner to child and adolescent mental
health services (CAMHS). From there Eimear
worked as an inclusion worker and advocate
for children in care – a position she recently
retired from. She said: “I thought that with
my experience I could make a contribution to
improving CAMHS services at the trust and
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help to promote mental health and
wellbeing in schools generally.
“I want to try and involve young people
more in Oxleas, get them to become
members and make them more aware of
what it is we do and help reduce the stigma
that surrounds mental illness.” To this end
Eimear has been very much involved in
supporting the Headliners project at Priory
School in Orpington, where students have
been trained by journalists to produce their
own magazine (see page 8).
Another area that Eimear is working to
improve is the plight of women suffering
from postnatal depression and the knock-on
effect it can have on their children. She told
Exchange: “I am very interested in increasing
the services available for mothers suffering
from postnatal depression across the three
boroughs. I believe it is crucial to provide
good support and help to mothers that get
depressed after they have had their babies.
Early diagnosis and support reduces the
possibility of young mothers feeling worse. If
it is allowed to go on for any length of time
it can have a detrimental effect on the
infants.” She went on to praise Oxleas’
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Orpington Postnatal Depression (PND)
Group, which she said “is doing great work
in this field.”
However, Eimear continued: “In Greenwich
and Bexley this sort of service seems only to
be supported by volunteers. I would like to
see Oxleas get more involved in supporting
mothers with PND in these boroughs.”

Eimear Mallen at her Blackheath home

News

OxleasExchange

Jackie Waghorn is Oxleas’ Nurse of the Year 2009

News in brief

Night nurse project comes up trumps for Jackie

O

xleas Nurse of the Year for 2009 is
Jackie Waghorn, Assessment and
Home Treatment Manager in
Greenwich.
Jackie won the day at the sixth Annual
Nursing Conference, which this year was held
at Charlton Athletic’s stadium, The Valley,
overlooking the immaculate pitch.
Jackie told the conference about a pilot
project, devised to assess the impact of
having senior mental health nurses on duty in
the Emergency Department (ED) overnight in
a bid to develop new ways of working which
might improve the user/carer experience and
promote a positive view of mental health
issues amongst ED staff.
The pilot project ran for nine weeks starting
in January this year until the end of March.
And in true ‘can do’ style Jackie took the bull
by the horns and worked the night shift
herself along with senior nurse colleague Kim
Suchit.
After being presented with a £250 first prize
cheque, Jackie said: “I would not have
achieved this without the help and support of
Kim and my boss, Acute, Crisis and
Assessment Shared Care Team, Service
Manager, Francis Adzinku.”
One of the main achievements outlined by
Jackie during her presentation was the fact
that during the nine weeks of having senior
nurses on nights, the out of hours admissions
rate reduced by almost 50 percent.
Jackie again: “Senior nurses, working in new
ways and based in the ED out of hours, has
demonstrable benefits: a more dignified
approach for people in crisis; improved

Jackie Waghorn, centre, with the other shortlisted candidates

working relationships with ED; staff feel less
stressed and more supported and there are
reduced admissions and pressure on beds.”
Since the end of the project admissions have
crept up again but Jackie said that plans to
expand the scheme are already underway.
Jackie, and all the other shortlisted
candidates, received their prizes and
certificates from Ben Thomas, Mental Health
and Learning Development ‘Nurse Advisor’ at
the Department of Health, who said: “Jackie
and everybody else who presented here
today did so really well and very
professionally.”

The other shortlisted Nurse of the Year
candidates were: Gaynor Quieros,
Community Nurse and Ann Gordon,
Community Nurse Manager, both at Stuart
House in Bexley, who were jointly nominated;
Jemima Ampomah, staff nurse at the Crisis
and Home Treatment Team, Bromley; Eben
Ofe-Boakye, Team Manager, Greenwich
Recovery Team; Clive Stedman, Clinical Team
Leader at Health Clinic, Bracton Centre; and
Shelley Woodcock, Staff Nurse, at Millbrook
Ward, Woodlands. Each received a cheque for
£100.

More news

Bracton Summer Fair

A

t first glance it looked like the
Bracton Centre had acquired a new
chef. Closer inspection however
revealed the chef to be none other than John
Enser, Director of Forensic and Prison Services
and Bexley Mental Health Services.
John was heroically manning the Bracton’s
splendid new BBQ at their annual summer
fair on 29 July. The BBQ was built as part of a
bricklaying project completed by service users
from the Bracton and Memorial Hospital in
partnership with Focal Point Training Services.
People enjoyed a delicious range of healthy
foods and took part in activities including
sponge throwing, football penalty practice,
tombola and guessing the weight of a cake.
Patsy Fung, Head of Occuptional Therapy at
the Bracton, said: “I would like to thank
everyone who helped to make this fair a
success. We raised over £640, our best ever!”
From left, Roy Turner and Chas Matkins (Focal
The money will benefit the Friends of Henry Point), Patsy Fung, John Enser, and Kim and John
Weatherley, also of Focal Point
de Bracton charity.

Messin’ with our heads

M

ental health charity Young Minds are
looking for support for their new
campaign.
Very Important Kids (VIK), their national
panel of young people with mental health
problems, has launched a manifesto ‘Messin’
With Our Heads’ and accompanying film to
highlight the changes they think need to be
made to improve young people’s mental health.
Written in their words and including their
own stories it covers 11 areas where they
believe things must change so that all young
people with mental health problems get the
support they need.
Jane, 14, from VIK says: “We need help and
support early on, not when it’s too late. I was
excluded from the classroom for my disruptive
behaviour, I felt unworthy, unwanted and bad
when all I really wanted was for someone to
notice my distress and help me.”
For more information, visit:
www.youngminds.org.uk
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Health and Wellbeing Festival Charlton A

Keeping mind and body in sha

The recent Health and Wellbeing Festival at
Football Club, was the result of a partnershi
Community Trust, that it is hoped will benef
Service users, local people and Oxleas staff
mental and physical health themed activitie
volleyball; health checks; a tea dance and a
The theme for the event was “5-a-day for p
5-a-day programme of social and personal a
as eating five portions of fruit or vegetables
approach is proposed in the Mental Capital
Government think tank, which aims to enco
better about themselves. Foresight’s researc
connect with others, be active, take notice o
to their neighbours and communities.
Health and wellbeing is also the theme for
on 30 September. Look out for your invitatio

The tea dance for older adults proved very
popular. Couples danced to live music and Oxleas
Chair, Dave Mellish (pictured right), was seen to
trip the light fantastic.

Give
Be curious

Pat Taylor (pictured centre, above left), was helping out on the busy
tombola run by Buddies, a group of volunteers aged over 50 from the charity
Age Concern. Pat, who became a befriender after suffering from bereavement
depression, said: “Befriending has helped me get over depression and
become more confident. It’s really worthwhile too, as lots of carers need help.”
Patsy Fung, Head of Occupational Therapy at the Bracton Centre and Kim
Weatherly of Focal Point (pictured right) manned a stall that was busy all day
selling wares produced by service users including superb plants and beautiful
hand made cards. Patsy said: “It’s so good for our service users to see that
people want to buy the plants they have grown and the things they have
made. It really helps to build their confidence and self esteem.”
Other stalls offered healthy eating advice; education and employment
opportunities; health advice and information on giving up smoking.
Wellbeing testing (below right) was very popular with around 80 people
enjoying consulations with wellbeing trained nurses from Oxleas and
Greenwich TPCT.

The exciting final of the football tourn
Charlton pitch between the Bracton Lio
(in red), with the Bracton Lions winnin
Presenting the trophy, Joint Head of N
the “fantastic competitive spirit that ha
success.”
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Athletic 2009
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ape for positive mental health

t The Valley, home of Charlton Athletic
ip between Oxleas and Charlton Athletic
fit the local community for years to come.
f came together to enjoy a wide variety of
s including drama; rowing; music making;
football tournament.
positive mental health”. The idea is that a
activities can improve mental wellbeing, just
s per day enhances physical health. This
and Wellbeing report by Foresight, the
ourage behaviour that will help people feel
ch concludes that people should try to
of their surroundings, keep learning and give

our Annual Members’ Meeting at Indigo2
on.

Connect

For those who wanted to exercise their
creativity rather than their muscles, there were
hat making, drama and music making classes
courtesy of Blackheath based The Conservatoire.
Pauline Cooper - Head Occupational Therapist
at the Woodlands unit, also ran a popular
creative writing session and art group Credo
sold beautiful ceramics made by service users.

Learn

Five-a-day for mental health

Be active

nament was played on the hallowed
ons (in blue) and Kent Early Intervention
ng 3-1.
Nursing, Phil Garnham, paid tribute to
s helped to make this tournament such a

Connect
Developing relationships with family,
friends, colleagues and neighbours will
enrich your life and bring you support.
Be active
Sports, hobbies like gardening or
dancing, or even a daily stroll will make
you feel good and maintain fitness.
Be curious
Noting the beauty of everyday moments
as well as the unusual and reflecting on
them helps you to appreciate what
matters to you.
Learn
Fixing a bike, learning an instrument,
cooking - the challenge and satisfaction
brings fun and confidence.
Give
Helping friends and strangers links your
happiness to a wider community and is
very rewarding.
Source: Mental Capital and Wellbeing
report, www.foresight.gov.uk
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Sandi Lowing, appointed governor

A woman of Kent

Y

ou can take the woman out of Kent
but you can’t take Kent out of the
woman. At least that would appear
to be the case for Oxleas governor, Sandi
Lowing.
Sandi, 57, who also happens to be Chief
Executive of Bromley Mind, was raised in
the United States – in Kent County,
Michigan. Now she works in Orpington, Kent.
She has worked for Mind for 30 years and
been in Bromley for a decade. She said:
“My passion at Mind has always been
about giving people the support and tools
they need to help themselves.
“As an appointed governor at Oxleas I
represent the voluntary sector. The main
theme of my work is to promote working in
partnership with other organisations. Mind
has a long standing, positive relationship
with Oxleas. However, Oxleas sometimes still
has work to do in the partnership area. My
role is to remind Oxleas that it cannot do
everything alone and that it needs to work
with partner organisations.”
Sandi is particularly proud of the fact that
Bromley Mind will soon be opening a fourth
specialist day care centre for dementia
sufferers, in St. Paul’s Cray.
Recently TV chat show star Trisha Goddard
presented Sandi with an award in

recognition of achieving the highest
standards in providing mental health
services to the local community. Bromley
Mind was particularly commended for its
services for people with dementia and for
young mothers.
Trisha Goddard, who as well as being a
renowned TV personality is also a mental
health expert, said: "Bromley Mind has been
given this award in recognition of having
Sandi Lowing, left, is presented with an award
achieved the highest possible standard in
by TV personality Trisha Goddard
how it operates."
Bromley Mind, which helps over 1,700
depression, along with practical lifestyle
people each year at sites in Bromley,
support such as benefits advice for people
Beckenham and Orpington, was recently
with enduring mental distress.
reviewed by national Mind as one of three
Sandi said: "We were all delighted to hear
local Mind organisations leading the way in
that Bromley Mind was awarded the top
providing excellent mental health care. The
level award for Quality Management in
Charity Commission has also accredited
Mind. Everyone in the organisation has
Bromley Mind as a top level effective
played a part - our service users by helping
charitable organisation.
Reviewers were particularly impressed with us set priorities and standards that are
important to them, staff and volunteers by
MindCare, Bromley Mind's specialist service
being totally focused on and caring
for people with dementia. MindCare
enormously about their work, and trustees
provides round-the-clock support, including
by taking the long view and making sure
day centres, care at home, and respite for
carers. In addition to older people's services, resources go where they make the most
difference."
Bromley Mind also offers a full range of
To find out more about Bromley Mind, go
services helping people deal with common
to www.bromleymind.org.uk
problems such as stress, anxiety and

Former service users Thalita and Derek Allen tell Exchange their inspiring story

Amor vincit omnia - Love conquers all
Thalita and Derek Allen contacted Exchange to share their uplifting story. If you have a story to tell, please get in touch with us by email or
in writing at the address at the bottom of page 8.

L

ove conquers all - according to the
Roman poet Virgil - and that was
certainly the case for two former service
users who met on Shrewsbury ward at Oxleas
House, Greenwich.
Now happily married and living in their
Abbey Wood home with a Yorkshire Terrier
called Elvis and two cockatoo birds - Speckles
and Leo - Thalita and Derek Allen met while
they were both suffering from depression as
patients on Shrewsbury ward in early 2006.
Derek was playing Rummikub with other
patients one evening during January when
Thalita asked if she could join in. Derek
declared that he was the Rummikub
champion of Shrewsbury ward and that
Thalita would not be able to beat him. In the
first two rounds Derek won, but the third
time Thalita was victorious. This sparked
numerous gags, laughter and many hours of
conversation, the start of a long term
relationship and eventually marriage.
Derek, aged 50, spent 27 years in the
building industry. A south London boy, he has
recently taken to academia and later this year
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is going to study theology at Oxford
University. As Derek said: “Isn’t that
awesome? Me, a former service user at
Oxleas will be studying at one of the great
universities in our country. I can’t wait.”
But there have been tough times as well. A
few years ago he had given up on life. He
was in massive debt and depressed. He said:
“I was so bad I ended up living on the streets
– at one stage my home was in a forest. Now
I always try to stay away from negative
things. I always try and look for the positive.”
Thalita, aged 35, is a social work team
manager, specialising in child protection at
Hackney Council. She said: “My husband and
I are most thankful for the support and help
that we have received from Oxleas over the
past few years. I have struggled with
depression since my early twenties and met
Derek whilst in hospital as he was also an
inpatient in the same ward. He was also very
ill with depression and underwent Electro
Convulsive Therapy.
“We both left the ward at about the same
time, continued our friendship and fell in
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love. On my birthday in August 2006, Derek
proposed. He just went down on one knee in
the middle of my living room, asking if I
would be his wife. With total certainty in my
heart I said yes.”

Thalita and Derek Allen

OxleasExchange

Learning disabilities
Exchange visits TOPS

Support workers are TOPS

I

n one man’s opinion the unit he works in
would grind to a halt if it were not for
the hard work and dedication of the
“terrific” team of support worker
colleagues.
Vish Naick is Occupational Therapist
(OT)/Team Coordinator of The Older Persons
Service or TOPS at Goldie Leigh, Abbey
Wood in Greenwich. The unit provides day
services between Monday and Friday for up
to 20 people generally aged 65 or more,
who have been assessed as having learning
disabilities (LD).
After more than a year with the trust, Vish
can’t praise his co-workers too highly. He
said: “Our support workers have to be
everything all rolled in to one - and they are
enthusiastic with it.”
Vish, who decided to train as an OT after
spending the best part of a decade working
in the cut throat world of PR, said: “It
seemed such a rewarding career. I came to it
late but thoroughly enjoy the job. One of
the things that is so important to LD service
users is a client centred approach which
gives people a choice. It is so important to
treat clients as individuals.”
Of course none of this would be possible

TOPS day out

without the
dedication of
three full-time
support workers,
one part-time, one
bank worker and
the occasional
student. They
cook, drive buses
to pick clients up
and drop them
back home. One
specialises in roast
dinners, one stew.
The unit always
From left to right, support workers Tina Jackaman, Sue Cannon, Denise
celebrates service
Tomkins, Paul Salter and OT/Team Coordinator Vish Naick
users’ birthdays –
at which time they get to choose lunch.
said: “The client group can be challenging.
Recent day trips have included an outing to However, the team handle each situation
Herne Bay in Kent and a boat trip on the
with professionalism, respect, dignity and
Thames.
fairness. They have a wonderful rapport
The TOPS garden is having a bit of a
with each of the service users.
makeover with some colourful flower
“I know LD is not always top of the list for
restocking and the installation of a green
praise, but I think the Tall Trees team
house and vegetable growing area.
deserve it. We are very lucky to have people
And recently Vish has been working in the
working for Tall Trees and TOPS with
neighbouring Tall Trees unit, which caters
experience, knowledge and personalities
for adults up to middle age with LD. He
which result in a first rate service.”

Got something to say – say it to Beat the Blues

I

Sandy poses with eagle at Eagle Heights

T

OPS, the day service for older people
with learning disabilities, recently took
a trip out to Eagle Heights bird of prey
centre in Eynsford, Kent.
Despite it being one of the rainiest days of
the year, everyone enjoyed themselves.
Barbara, who attends TOPS, said: “Even
though it rained it did not stop us from
enjoying the animals and trip.” For Sandy,
who has been attending the centre for three
months, the highlight was the picnic: “It was
really nice to be out with my new friends”
she said.
Vish Naick, who is Team Coordinator and
Occupational Therapist at TOPS, said: “All in
all, everyone had a great time and other trips
are being planned.”

n June, Director of CAMHS and Learning
Disability Services, Stephen Whitmore, took
part in a question and answer session for
the weekly Beat the Blues physical and mental
health promotion group at the Greenwich
Community Learning Disability Team (CLDT),
Civic House, Woolwich. He was well received
by the gathering and explained about his role
within adult learning disabilities.
Stephen also answered questions put to him
from the audience including how CLDT and
Oxleas support adults with learning
disabilities.
Beat the Blues has been running for three
and a half years and always welcomes visiting
speakers. If you have experience you think
would be good to share with the group and
are happy to come along to Beat the Blues to
talk about it, contact Heidi McKay on
020 8921 4860.

Stephen Whitmore, left, with Julian James

New health website to support learning disabilities

B

exley and Bromley Advocacy has launched a new website to support people with
learning disabilities (LD) in south east London to keep healthy.
The Advocate 4 Health website has been developed with the help of people with LD
and funding from London councils.
Bexley and Bromley Advocacy plans to run workshops with day centres and other service
providers to help people with a learning disability access the site and increase their
knowledge of health related issues.
You can find the colourful and easy to use website at: www.advocate4health.org.uk
For more information, please contact project worker Naomi Rose at:
naomi@bbadvocacy.org or telephone 020 8300 9666.
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Round up
More news

Headliners power up as Dartford goes off-line

A

power cut which plunged
much of Dartford into
darkness did not deter an
intrepid group of young reporters
from giving a presentation to senior
Oxleas staff and governors in July.
The young Oxleas members – who
are sixth form students at the Priory
School in Orpington – were reporting
on their progress with ‘Escape’ a
mental health-themed magazine for
young people.
The magazine is being produced as
a collaboration between the trust,
the school and the news agency,
Headliners.
Despite having no visual aids, the
students impressed their audience by
describing their articles aimed at
raising awareness of mental health
issues among young people.
The magazine is due to be
published in the autumn and will be
distributed among local schools and
community organisations.
For more information, please
contact the Communications Team on
01322 625754.

Transforming inpatient care
enabled Oxleas to become a leader in
n Oxleas team recently
prescribing.
attended a conference on
But reducing the numbers needing
transforming inpatient care
to be admitted in the first place is
held at West Ham Football Club.
only part of the prescription.
The conference – Mental Health
The team went on to talk about
Acute Ward Transformation –
organised by North East London NHS how patients’ lives could be
improved through structured
Foundation Trust, saw some 240
daytime activity and guidance on
delegates from around the country
gather to discuss advances in a service self-managing medication. They also
often viewed as a grim outpost of last described how integrating the
assessments started on the ward with
resort.
a range of social inclusion
The Oxleas team – Dr Geraldine
programmes could help people to
Strathdee (Trust Clinical Director),
live safely and meaningfully in the
Catherine Kirwan (Charge Nurse on
community.
Goddington Ward), and Mark
McManus (Team Manager Bromley
Assertive Community Treatment
Team) outlined their ‘themed
approach’ of ‘improving lives’.
This spans the use of
audit/intelligent information as
described by Dr Strathdee to reduce
the numbers on wards due to a
relapse in a psychotic episode from
89 percent to 49 percent in five
years, leading to a situation where
patients can be managed in the
From left, Dr Geraldine Strathdee, Mark
community. The same use of audit has McManus and Catherine Kirwan

A

Respect in Bexley

R

espect in Bexley is a self-advocacy group that since July
2008 has been working with the University of
Greenwich on a project to improve healthcare for
people with learning disabilities in Bexley. This has included
giving talks to primary care medical staff and presentations to
Oxleas and Bexley and Bromley Learning Disability Partnership
Boards. Later this year they will join tutors at the University of
Greenwich to take part in nurse training.
For more information, please contact: Respect in Bexley,
Coach House, 37a Lesney Park Road, Erith DA8 3DQ. Tel:
01322 336973 or email: Bexley@bmencap.fsnet.co.uk

Respect in Bexley - from left, Geoffrey Leer, Kenneth Thwaites,
Blanche Holmes, Robin Brown and Nicki Fowler

A say in health and social care

T

he Greenwich Local Involvement Network (LINk) is a
network of local people, organisations and groups from
across Greenwich borough who want to make health
and social services better.
If you would like to have a say in the planning and delivery
of health and social care services in Greenwich, you can find
out more from Christine Manoharan on 07920 084 838 or
Christine.Manoharan@parkwoodhealthcare.co.uk

Think you’ve got the flu?

I

f you use Oxleas’ community services and you think you may
have flu, you can still get treatment. The following guidelines
explain what will happen:
Stay at home.
Call your health centre and explain why you can’t
come in.
Reception staff will take your details and arrange for a
mental health professional to call you.
The health professional will carry out an assessment
over the phone and arrange for appropriate treatment.
If you arrive at your health centre and appear to have
flu symptoms, staff will show you to a room where you
will be assessed by a mental health professional and
receive appropriate treatment.

For information on dealing with flu, call the swine flu
information line 0800 1 513 513 or visit www nhs.uk or
www.direct.gov.uk/pandemicflu

Please send us your letters and news stories. You can contact the Communications Team at: exchange@oxleas.nhs.uk or call
01322 625754 or write to us at Communications, Pinewood House, Pinewood Place, Dartford, Kent DA2 7WG.
If you prefer to receive Oxleas Exchange by email, please email us at: exchange@oxleas.nhs.uk
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